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Synopsis

The purpose of this article is to alert others about a new phenomenon occurring in the United States. Farright actors, specifically those in the white supremacist segment of the far-right, are attempting to leverage
Trump supporters’ anger and resentment by engaging in a coordinated effort to spread their message and
target radicalization efforts. This article will demonstrate how these activists are attempting to disseminate
propaganda in cyberspace by intensifying the feeling of victimhood felt by Trump supporters. To increase this
sense of victimhood, far-right actors are using two primary themes. First, they have attempted to intensify
the belief that the 2020 elections were fraudulent, and that the election was stolen from President Trump.
Second, they are producing content to highlight the differences in law enforcement agencies’ responses to
the events on January 6 compared to the response of the same security services to the events following the
murder of George Floyd.

Far-right actors view this as an opportunity to increase their influence and radicalize individuals. In the past,
such radicalization efforts resulted in individual-initiative (“lone wolf”) attacks, such as in Christchurch, New
Zealand. Similarly, the attack on the “Tree of Life” Synagogue in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, was perpetrated
by an individual-initiative actor radicalized by white supremacists online. Additionally, the Counter-Terrorism
Committee Executive Directorate (CTED) noted that from 2015-2020, there was a 320% increase globally in
the number of attacks from members of the far-right.1

Security forces must be cognizant of this phenomenon and implement programs to reduce the influence of
these radicalization efforts to stop far-right movements from evolving into a more serious threat than they
currently pose.

Background

On January 6, 2021, supporters of President Trump stormed Congress, invading the Senate and House of
Representatives chambers. As the event was occurring, congressional leaders and Vice President Pence had
to be evacuated by law-enforcement.2 Ultimately, the riot claimed the lives of five people.3 This image of the
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Capitol being overrun shocked the American people and the rest of the world. Such an event had only
occurred once before– in 1814, when the British captured and attempted to destroy the Capitol building.4

President Trump was keenly aware of social media’s power and influence from his time as a businessman. As
president, he has continued to use social media as a tool to speak directly to his base, with nearly 90 million
people following his tweets during his first term. 5 Throughout the period before, during, and after the
election, President Trump continued to use Twitter to engage his supporters by claiming that “fraud,”
“forgery,” or “theft” had occurred.

Source: Twitter December 20, 2020

On January 6, even before the riots erupted, President Trump connected with his supporters via Twitter,
sending messages such as “Mike Pence didn’t have the courage to do what should have been done to protect
our country and our constitution….USA demands the truth”.

Source: Twitter January 6, 2021

Another tweet referred to allegedly lost ballots. Per President Trump, 50,000 more ballots had been found
on January 5. He suggested that “the USA is embarrassed by fools. Our election process is worse than third
world countries.”
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Although initially silent, hours after the riots began, President Trump asked his supporters to go home “with
love & in peace.” In the same tweet, he suggested that the unrest that transpired at the Capitol happened
due to the election being stolen “from great patriots” and asked his supporters to “remember this day
forever.”

Source: Twitter January 6, 2021

On January 7, 2021, just before his account was suspended indefinitely, President Trump addressed his
supporters, stating that they will not be disrespected in “any way, shape or form [sic].”

Source: Twitter January 7h, 2021

President Trump’s more tempered response after the events at the Capitol was perceived as an afront by
large sections of his base who felt that he had abandoned them. Many Trump supporters stated on Telegram
and other websites on the darknet that the president had betrayed them by accepting the “fraudulent”

election’s outcome. One supporter claimed that he [President Trump] “drove a knife through their hearts”
because he had left them to the mercy of the authorities and further suggested that individuals who stormed
the Capitol should be prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law.

Source: Trump Supporters’ Forum, darknet, January 8h, 2021

Much like global jihadist organizations that use seminal events to promote radicalization within individuals
or groups, far-right organizations treat crises as opportunities to disseminate their radical ideology. This
article wishes to alert and inform on this practice. Based on an analysis of white supremacists
communications, it seems that a new and worrying phenomenon is occurring in the United States. Far-right
actors, specifically those in the White Supremacist segment of the far-right, are attempting to leverage Trump
supporter’s anger to engage in a coordinated propaganda and radicalization campaign.

Global Jihadist Organizations’ Radicalization Process

One of the most significant growth tools for global jihadist organizations is radicalization, a process that relies
on the promotion of radical Islamic ideologies through a Da’wa system, in an attempt to establish a network
of activists committed to the Islamic message, the idea of restoring the caliphate and promoting the Islamic
state vision. Radicalization can occur where there is either a physical or a virtual meeting between the
recruiting element (organization/network/individual), the recruitment platform (Da’wa centers, public space,
cyberspace), and the target audience. This process’s success depends on the recruiter’s abilities (especially

organizations) and the occurrence of some seminal event that drives either individuals or groups towards
radicalization (e.g., the caliphate’s formation in 2014).6

It appears that far-right movements, much like global jihadist organizations, utilize a wide variety of
radicalization techniques to establish a network of activists to support and promote their ideology.

Ideological Differences Between Trump Supporters and White Supremacists

To understand the radicalization process, one must examine the ideological differences between white
nationalist movements and the Alt-Right (which many Trump supporters are part of, albeit primarily in a nonviolent capacity).

The ideology that is considered the most radical of the far-right movements is the white supremacists. White
supremacist actors believe that the white race faces extinction due to massive non-white immigration,
ultimately diluting the culture. Per white supremacists, this threat is guided by an elite-class aligned against
them. To gain public legitimacy for their ideology, the white supremacists use terms such as “us against them”
and “forces of light vs. forces of darkness.” In their view, this alleged threat justifies violence disguised as
self-defense. 7 Among the ideological currents within white nationalist ideologies, “Accelerationism” is
considered the most extreme. Accelerationism advocates that western governments are corrupted beyond
repair due to being too pluralistic and liberal. As a result, they believe that a new civil war (Boogaloo) is
inevitable. In contrast to some far-right actors’ thoughts of waiting for the Boogaloo to naturally occur,
Accelerationists advocate using violence and terrorism to accelerate the collapse of current society. They
suggest that sowing chaos and increasing political tensions will begin this RAHOWA (Racial Holy War) and
mobilize white men into action.8

As a result of their beliefs, Accelerationists regularly criticize non-violent far-right movements and
mainstream conservative groups. To further their goals, they have historically attempted to penetrate such
groups and use them as a platform to disseminate propaganda and radicalize potential recruits.9
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Some Trump supporters are among the non-violent far-right groups. Most are associated with an ideological
current called the Alt-Right. The Alt-Right is a political ideology that wishes to forcefully expand the spectrum
of legitimate political views. To do this, Alt-Right members often try to inject their racist and antisemitic views
into the legitimate political discourse. As a result of their views, the Alt-Right has been largely exiled from the
conservative mainstream.

The Alt-Right in and of itself consists of a variety of ideologies. For example, Paleoconservatism advocates a
limited government, a focus on traditionalism, and a restoration of traditional values on race, social status,
religion, and ethnic origin. This ideology rejects liberal ideas, non-white immigration, the welfare state, or
equality.10 While many Trump supporters hold similar beliefs, they also express high levels of patriotism or
“American pride.”11

A large portion of Trump supporters are also known to be susceptible to conspiracy theories, the most
famous of which is QAnon. QAnon believers suggest that a global conspiracy involving an international
network called the “Deep State” controls world governments, banking institutions, the media and, the
entertainment industries. They argue that this “Deep State” exists to support the “elites’” interests while
leaving the rest of the world ignorant and subjugated. In 2017 an anonymous web user named “Q” uploaded
a post to 4Chan and presented himself as a senior Trump administration official, possessing high-security
clearance, that was charged with providing intelligence to the public regarding President Trump’s alleged
plans against the “Deep State.” Although QAnon does not explicitly refer to Alt-Right ideology, they heavily
overlap in their belief that the political establishment is corrupted, the belief in an “awakening” of the
ignorant and oppressed masses, and labeling the liberal political regime as a villain.12

As previously mentioned, one of the most significant factors for a successful radicalization campaign is the
occurrence of a seminal event that drives an individual or a group towards a more radical ideology. In this
case, the seminal event was President Trump’s loss to President-elect Biden in the November 2020
presidential elections and the final realization of that loss at the certification of electoral votes on January 6,
2021, in the Capitol building. This was exacerbated by the feeling that the process was conducted
fraudulently, and that the presidency was maliciously “stolen” from Trump – with close to 70% of the
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population identifying as conservative, believing that the election process was neither free nor fair13. Trump
supporters, most of whom believe conspiracy theories like QAnon, are more susceptible because they are
more easily convinced that this injustice did occur.

A Request From White Supremacist Activists to Disseminate Their Ideology Among Trump Supporters

Based on monitoring of far-right online forums, it appears that members of the white supremacist movement
are attempting to capitalize on the situation and disseminate propaganda among Trump supporters. For
example, one Telegram post depicts the various consciousness stages Trump supporters must pass until they
accept new radical ideas.

Shock, denial, anger, bargaining, depression, testing new ideas, and finally accepting said ideas. The post ends with the same slogan that has
been prevalent since the elections: “voting will not remove them”; Telegram January 7, 2021

Another post discusses how valuable the loss in the elections is to the Accelerationists. Per them, “the entire
Rightwing of America” will be open to accepting new, more radical ideas. They suggest that Trump supporters
are “primed, ready, and hungry for the Solution only [white supremacists] can offer.” Users suggest
significantly spreading their message that “there is no political solution.”14 The post adds that these potential
recruits don’t need to praise Adolf Hitler or the martyrs of Accelerationism15 but simply need to state they
are against the system and support direct action against it.
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To be successful in their radicalization efforts, white supremacist actors offered advice on where and how
the propaganda dissemination would be most effective in terms of recruitment. Many posts suggest going
on web sites frequented by Trump supporters and begin a process the far-right calls “red pilling.”16 They
recommend “red pilling” a person by showing them photographs, video clips, PDF documents and other
means of propaganda. One of the posts explicitly argued that Trump supporters must be “red pilled” on
Trump’s official Telegram channel, Parler, Reddit, or Twitter, to accept the truth.

Source: Telegram (January 9, 2021)

Another post suggested disseminating more Aryan propaganda among people that are just opening their
eyes.

Source: Telegram (January 6, 2021)
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A similar Telegram post argued that “everyone on this channel should be punching in overtime redpilling as
everyone you can.” The user also advocated creating propaganda related to the revolutionary war to exploit
the patriotism felt by many Trump supporters.

Source: Telegram (January 8, 2021)

Far-right actors also highlighted the importance of engaging with MAGA (Make America Great Again)
supporters smartly and respectfully when attempting to radicalize them. For example, they suggested not
disseminating posts related to Hitler or Nazism and also to treat the Trump supporters as “family.” The farright users stated that their “lives depend on moving them [Trump supporters] to our side [white
supremacists].”

Source: Telegram (January 8, 2021)

Relying on Trumps’ Supporters Sense of Victimhood

It appears that white supremacist activists are attempting to promote radicalization efforts by highlighting
and amplifying the sense of perceived victimhood felt by Trump supporters. Based on an analysis of the white
supremacist content, trends have emerged, suggesting that accelerationists are using two distinct themes:
first, content amplifying the belief that the elections were fraudulently stolen from President Trump and the
government is the enemy; second, content intensifying sense of perceived inequality in the treatment Trump
supporters received from law enforcement agencies during January 6, 2021.

1.

The Elections Were Fraudulent and a Call Against the Government

White supremacy organizations are aware of the Trump supporters’ frustration with the election results and
their belief that the government is corrupt. Wanting to exploit these existing sentiments, white supremacist
actors are uploading posts and propaganda on that subject. For example, as a video of Republican leaders
condemning the siege on the Capitol building was shared, one Telegram user suggested that Trump
supporters must now realize that the “ZOG is your sworn enemy.” 17 Additionally, they argued that the
Republican Party had betrayed the “MAGA [Make American Great Again] crowd.”

Source: Telegram (January 8, 2021)

Another post suggested that Vice President Pence did nothing to contest the election results, “which shows
the complete lack of a relationship with Congress and the American people.” The user further argues that
politicians only serve the interests of the so-called “globalist handlers.” The post suggests that this serves as
evidence that can be used to radicalize family and friends.

Source: Telegram (January 8, 2021)

2.

Unequal Treatment by Law Enforcement Agencies to Far-Right Protests vs. Far-Left Protests

Another tactic recently used by white supremacist actors is disseminating propaganda regarding the
perceived unequal treatment by law enforcement of the Trump supporters on January 6, 2021, compared to
the treatment of far-left protesters such as Black Lives Matter and ANTIFA.
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One such post claimed that “Trump refused to use live ammunition against BLM Antifa while they burned
down cities. MAGA whites chimp out once and they’re firing live bullets into unarmed white women [sic].”

Source: Telegram (January 6, 2021)

Another post claimed that the police shot a patriotic woman during the events of January 6, 2021. Conversely,
they argue that law enforcement was complicit in allowing Black Lives Matter activists and ANTIFA to operate
without restriction. They highlight this perceived difference by questioning: “when did the police shoot BLM?
when did the police should [sic] Antifa? This means war!”

Source: Telegram (January 8, 2021)

Ashli Babbitt, the unarmed protester shot by a law enforcement officer during the unrest at the Capitol, is
often mentioned in posts as well. For example, “…show them the video of Ashli getting shot and slowly dying.
Show them the police kneeling before BLM who destroyed millions of dollars’ worth of citizen property…
now is the time to push your anti-governmental propaganda to the absolute limit…implant the radical seeds
and water them with your pent up knowledge…Now is the time. Educate them.” This rhetoric is meant to
highlight the perceived disproportionality of how law enforcement responded to the “patriots.”

Source: Telegram (January 7, 2021)

Summary
Monitoring content uploaded by far-right activists suggests that white supremacists are using cyberspace as
a platform to recruit Trump supporters. These white supremacists are exploiting the “opportunity” they were
presented with – President Trump’s loss of the most recent election and the events of January 6, 2021, to
push radicalization efforts. White supremacists are leveraging the perceived sense of victimhood of these
Trump supporters. They understand the pressure points and adjust their propaganda accordingly. These
actors primarily exploit the existing resentment towards the government and the sentiment that the
presidential elections do not reflect the voters’ wishes. They also leverage the belief that the government
and law enforcement response has been unfairly directed toward Trump supporters following the events of
January 6, 2011, as opposed to the treatment of Black Lives Matter or Antifa activists during the protests
after the murder of George Floyd.

Far-right activists, specifically in the Accelerationist movement, have successfully radicalized individualinitiative (“lone wolf”) actors in the past, which has sometimes resulted in mass shooting incidents such as in
Christchurch, New Zealand. Security forces must be cognizant of this new phenomenon and think of ways to
prevent it, such as de-radicalization campaigns.
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